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Charles Hubert Hastings Parry
(1848-1918) is one of Britain’s
best-loved composers. His
choral music and hymns are part
of the fabric of British music,
such as the coronation anthem I
was glad, his extended church
anthem Blest Pair of Sirens and
his hymns Jerusalem and Dear
Lord and Father of Mankind (the latter extracted from
his oratorio Judith).
His larger works for chorus and orchestra, though
popular in their day, had been largely overlooked in
recent years until the London English Song Festival
& William Vann’s critically-acclaimed revival of Judith
at Royal Festival Hall in 2019, subsequently recorded
and released by Chandos Records in 2020.
Prometheus Unbound, written for the Gloucester
Festival in 1880, is a powerful and dramatic work,
strongly influenced by Wagner yet showing clear
signs of Parry’s developing, individual compositional
voice. The critic H. C. Colles wrote:
“Prometheus shows a sense of forceful declamation
which English music had not known since Purcell.”

And the musicologist Ernest Walker:
“If we seek for a definite birthday for modern English
music, September 7, 1880, which Prometheus saw
the light at Gloucester…has the best claim.”
Yet Prometheus Unbound has never been recorded,
and not performed for several decades. A stunning
line-up has been assembled for our recording this
September, including some of the finest British
singing talent, with which we hope to restore this
work to the contemporary musical consciousness
once more.
The total cost of making this recording will be
£59,875. All the production costs will be funded by
Chandos Records and I will be taking no fee for any
of my work towards the project. The London English
Song Festival, a UK registered charity with extensive
experience of overseeing large-scale projects, will
manage the project and receive donations.
We would be most grateful for your support of this
very important recording.

William Vann, April 2022
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The London English Song Festival is only able break new boundaries in the eld of English music with the
help of its supporters, to whom we owe a huge debt of gratitude. A registered charity dedicated to the
promotion of English vocal and choral music, in particular works that have been neglected for many years,
we are reversing trends of opinion that have often belittled English music. The LESF strives to increase
the awareness of English Song and Oratorio within an educational narrative, rekindling the ame for this
and future generations, and has a reputation on the UK stage for compelling and innovative programming.
We are now actively fundraising for our 2022 recording of Parry’s Prometheus Unbound. There are six
levels of support within the LESF with differing levels of involvement, but all our supporters are valued
highly for what they give, nancially and in many other ways.
PROMETHEUS UNBOUND 2022: BECOME A SUPPORT£ER
£10,000: CONDUCTOR’S CIRCLE
With a gift of this scale you can make a huge difference to the effectiveness and scope of our projects. You
will receive private access to our entire rehearsal process and recording sessions, a VIP invite to recording
launch events and future concerts (including receptions) a special mention in all programmes and in CD
booklets and regular, personal updates from the LESF team & William Vann.
£5,000: BENEFACTOR
This is also an immensely important level of support to us. You will receive private access to our rehearsal
process and recording sessions, an invite to recording launch events and future concerts (including
receptions) a special mention in all programmes and CD booklets and regular, personal updates from the
LESF team & William Vann.
£2,500: GOLD FRIEND
You will receive, as thanks for your support, access to our recording sessions, an invite to recording launch
events, a special mention in all programmes and CD booklets and regular, personal updates from the
LESF team & William Vann.
£1,001: SILVER FRIEND
You will receive access to our recording sessions, a special mention in all programmes and CD booklets,
and regular, personal updates from the LESF team about the project.
£500: BRONZE FRIEND
You will receive a credit in all programmes and CD booklets, access to one recording session and regular,
personal updates from the LESF team about the project.
For more information and for a list of our previous supporters, please visit londonenglishsongfestival.org/
support or contact us by email or telephone (see above).
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